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Not the least curious, and even important, ad vantage resulting from this fact is the insight we gain
thereby into the temporalities of the rectors, as they existed at different periods. We not merely have
an accurate statement of their nature at the compiling of that valuable record, the King s Book, but
we learn whatever we need wish to learn, regarding the several circumstances of one living
previously to the commutation of the tithes. Should any incumbent peruse this, or some similar,
narrative of clerical income, he cannot fail being as much surprised, as gratified, whilst contrasting
the simplicity, and pleasantness, of his own proceedings with the complicated, and dis agreeable,
system of remuneration, which fell to the lot Of his predecessors. The whole matter is here laid open
to our View: we are made to know all about the tithe pig, as well as the tithe corn; about the
mortuary guinea, (though in the country it did not exceed the statutable sum Of ten shillings, ) as...
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I actually began reading this article book. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I realized this pdf from my i and dad recommended this
publication to learn.
-- Rhea  Toy-- Rhea  Toy

I actually started out looking at this publication. it was actually writtern really perfectly and useful. Its been written in an extremely simple way and it is only
soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which really modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- B r ea nna  K er luke-- B r ea nna  K er luke
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